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The South African rand continued to defy the odds to kickstart the week yesterday, returning to its pre-covid levels. 

The local unit breached the R14.00/$ mark in its early activities on the day, although intraday trades saw the rand 

slightly struggle for direction, as it retreated to trade the better part of the session above R14.00/$. The continued 

accommodation in global policy environment, broader dollar weakness, and rising commodity prices remain the 

main instigators of rand strength, along with the strength of other EM assets. 

Locally we have Manufacturing Production (M/M) data due for today, and internationally we have a few numbers 

coming out of Europe. 
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The dollar paused yesterday, halting its decline just before the index broke through 90.000. Following the sharp drop 

from Friday, the dollar carried the momentum into Monday but managed to pull back intraday with the dollar index 

ending the session flat at 90.212. 

The euro pulled back and gave up some of Friday’s gains yesterday, moving downwards since morning opened until 

the end of the session. The euro reached a low of $1.2128 .

Pound Sterling surged ahead yesterday, registering a 1.01% gain yesterday when it reached a high of $1.4158. While 

momentum from Friday carried through, the move stronger was also as a result of positivity surrounding growth in 

the UK as Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced that the next stage of opening the economy will go ahead as 

planned now that two-thirds of the adult population have been vaccinated. 
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